
7i ON A PIECE OF CIIALK 

of the common order of nature, as those which have 
effectcd thc changes of the inorganic world. 

Few will venture to affirm that the ttasoning which 
applies to crocodiles loses its force among other ani
mals, or among plants. If one series of species has 
come into existence by the operation of natural causes, 
it seems folly to deny that ali may have arisen in the 
same way. 

A small beginning has led us to a great ending. H I 
were to pul the bit of chalk with which we started into 
the hot but obscure flame of buming hydrogen, it 
would presently shine like the sun. lt seems to me that 
this physical metamorphosis is no false image of what 
has been the result oí our subjecting it to a jet of fer
vent, though nowise brilliant, thought to-night. lt has 
become luminous, and its clear rays, penetrating tho 
abyss oí the remote past, have brought within our ken 
sorne stages of the evolution of the earth. And in the 
shifting "without baste, but without rest" of the land 
and sea, as in the endless variation of the forms as
sumed by living beings, we have observed nothing 
but the natural product of the forces originally pos
sessed by the substance of the universe. 

.. 

THE PRINCIPAL SUBJECTS OF EDUCATION 

I KNow quite well that launching myself into this 
discussion is a very dangerous operation ; that it is a 
very large subject, and one which is difficult to deal 
with, however much I may trespa<;s upon your patience 
in the time allotted to me. But the discussion is so 
fundamental, it is so completely impossible to make up 
one's mind on these matters until one has settled the 
question, that'I will even venture to make the experi
ment. A great lawyer-statesman and philosopher of a 
former age - I mean Francis Bacon - said that truth 
carne out of error much more rapidly than it carne out 
of confusion. There is a wondcrful truth in that saying. 
Next to being right in this world, the best of ali things 
is to be clcarly and definitely wrong, because you will 
come outsomewhere. H you go buzzing about between 
right and wrong, vibrating and fluctuating, you come 
out nowhere; but if you are absolutely and thoroughly 
and persistently wrong, you must, sorne of these days, 
have the extreme good fortunc of knocking your hcad 
against a fact, and that sets you ali straight again. So 
I will not troublc myself as to whethcr I may be right or 
,wrong in what I am about to say, but at any ratc I hope 
to be clcar and definite; and then you will be able to 
judge for yourst>lves whether, in following out the train 
of thought I have to introduce, you knock your heads 
against facts or not. 
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I take it tbat the whole object of education is, in the 
first place, to train tbe faculties of the young in such a 
manner as to give tbeir possessors tbe. best cha~ce of 
being happy and useful in tbeir ~enerat10n; ª.nd, m the 
second place, to furnish tbem_ w1~ tbe mos_t 1mportant 
portions of tbat immense cap1tahsed expen~nce º'. the 
human race which we call knowledge of var10us kmds. 
I am using tbe term knowledge in its widest possible 
sense; and tbe question is, what subjects to select_ by 
training and discipline, in which tbe object I have ¡ust 
defined may be best attained. 

I must call your attention further to this fact, tbat ali 
the subjects of our thoughts - ali feelings and propo
sitions (leaving aside our sensations as tbe mere mate
rials and occasions of thinking and f!'eling), ali our 
mental furniture - may be classified under one of two 
heads - as either within tbe province of tbe intellect, 
sometbing tbat can be put into propositions and. af
'firmed or denied; or as within the province of feelmg, 
or tbat which, hefore the name was defiled, was called 
the resthetic side of our nature, and which can neitber 
be proved nor disproved, hut only felt and known. 

According to the classification which I have pu~?': 
fore you, tben, the subjects of all knowledge are d1v1s1-
ble into the two groups, matters of science and matters 
of art; for all things witb which the re'.'"oning f~culty 
alone is occupied, come under the provmce of sctence; 
and in tbe hroadest sense, and not in the narrow and 
technical sense in which we are now accustomed to use 
the word art, all things feelahle, ali lhings which stir 
our emotions, come under the term of art, in the sense 
of tbe subject-matter of the resthetic_ faculty. So t(1at 
we are shut up to tbis - tbat the busmess of educahon 
is, in the first place, to provicle the young with the 
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means and the habit of observation; and, secondly, to 
supply the subject-matter of knowledge either in the 
shape of science or of art, or of both combined. 

Now, it is a very remarkable fact - but it is true of 
m?st lhing~ in this world - that there is hardly any
thmg one-s1ded, or of one nature; and it is not imme
diately ohvious what of the things that interest us may 
be regarded as pure science, and what may be regarded 
as pu_re art. It may be that there are sorne peculiarly 
constituted persons who, before they have advanced 
far int.o the depths of geometr_v, find artistic beauty 
about 1t; but, takmg the generality of mankind, I think 
it may he said that, when they begin to learn mathe
matics, .their whole souls are absorbed in tracing the 
connect1on between the premisses and the conclusion, 
and that to them geometry is pure science. So I think 
it .may be said that mechanics and osteology are pure 
sc1ence. On the other hand, melody in music is pure 
~rt. You cannot reason abou I it; lhere is no proposition 
mvolved in it. So, again, in the pictorial art, an ara
besque, ora "harmony in grey," touches none but the 
resthetic faculty. But a great mathematician, and even 
many persons who are not great mathema.ticians, will 
tell you that the! derive immense pleasure from geo
metncal reasonmgs. Everybody knows mathema
ticians speak of solutions and problems as "elegant," 
and they tell you that a certain mass of mystic symbols 
is "beautiful, quite lovely." Well, you do no! see it. 
They do see it, because the intellectual process, the 
process of comprehending the reasons symbolised by 
thcse figures and these signs, confers upon them a sort 
of pleasur~. such asan artist has in visual symmetry. 
Take a sc1ence of ,,-bich I may speak with more con
fidcncc, and "·hich is lhe most attraclive of those I am 
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concerned with. It is what we call morphology, which 
i;onsists in tracing out the unity in variety of the in
finitely diversified structurcs of animals and plants. _I 
cannot give you any example of a thorough restheh_c 
pleasure more intensely real than a pleasure o! th1s 
kind - the pleasure which arises in one'~ mind when 
a whole mass o! different structure• run mio one har
mony as the expression of a central law. That is w~ere 
the province o! art overlays and embraces the pro:1~ce 
of intellect. And, if I may venture to express an opm1on 
on such a subject, the great majority of forms of art are 
not in the sense what I just now defined them to be -
pure art; but they derive much of their quality from 
simultaneous and even unconscious excitement of the 

intellect. 
When I was a hoy, I was very fond of music, and I 

am so now; and it so happened that I had the oppor
t~nity of hearing much good music. Among other 
things, I had abundan! opportunities of hearing lhat 
areat old master, Sebastian Bach. I remember per
fectly well - though I knew nolhing about music \ben, 
and, I may add, know nothing whatever about ,t now 
- the intense satisfaction and delight wbicb I had in 
listening, by the bour together, to Bach's fugues. 1t is 
a pleasure wbich remains with roe, I am glad to tl,mk; 
but, o! late years. I have tried to find out the why and 
wherefore, ~nd it has often occurred to me that lhe 
pleasure derived from musical composition_s of_ this ~ind 
is essentially o! the same nature as that wh1ch 1s denved 
from pursuits wbicb are commonly regarded as purely 
intcllectual. I mean. that \he source o! pleasure is 
exactly the same as in most ol my prohlems in morpho
logy-that you have lhe theme in onc of thc ol_d '."as
ter's works followed out in all its endless varmtions, 
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alway~ appearing and always reminding you of unity 
m var,ety. So in painting; what is called "trnth to 
nature" is the intellectual element coming in, and 
truth to nature depends entirely upan the intellectual 
cult~re of tbe person to whom art is addressed. lf you 
are_ m Australia, you may gel credit far being a good 
artlst - I mean among the natiYes - if you can draw 
a kangaroo alter a fashion. But, among men of hiaber 
civilisation, the intellectual knowledge we po;sess 
brings its criticism into our appreciation of works of 
art, and we are obliged to satisfy it, as well as the mere 
sense of beauty in colour and in outline. And so . the 
higher the culture and information of those who~ art 
addresses, the more exact and precise must be what we 
call its "truth to nature." 

If we turn to literature, the same thing is true, and 
you find works of literatnre which may be said to be 
pure art. A little song of Shakespeare or of Goethe is 
pure art; it is exquisitely beautiful, although its intel
lectual content may be nothing. A series of pictnres is 
made to pass beforeyour mind by the meaning of words, 
ami the effect is a melody of ideas. Nevertheless, the 
great mass of the literature we esteem is valued, not 
merely because of having artistic lorm, but because o! 
its intellectual content; and the valne is the hiaher the 

" more precise, distinct, and true is tliat intellectual con-
tent. And, if you will let me for a moment speak o! the 
very higbest forms ol literature, do we not reaard thcm 
as highest simply because lhe more we kno,; the truer 
tbey seem, and the more competen! we are to appre
ciate beauty the more beautiful they are? No man ever 
understands Shakespeare until he is old, though the 
youngest may admire bim, the reason Leing that he 
satisfies the artistic instinct o! the youngest and har-
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monises with the ripest and richest experience of the 
oldest. 

I have said this much to draw your attention to what, 
in my mind, lies at the root of ali this matter, and at the 
understanding of one another by the roen of science on 
the one hand, and the roen of literature, and history, 
and art, on the other. lt is nota question whether one 
order of study or another should predominate. lt is a 
question of what topics of education you shall select 
which will combine ali the needful elements in such dne 
proportion as to give the greatest amount of food, sup
port, and encouragement to those faculties which en
able us to appreciale lruth, and to profit by those 
sources of innocent happiness which are open to us, and, 
at the same time, to avoid that which is bad, and coarse, 
and ugly, and keep clear of the multitude of pitfalls 
and dangers which beset those who break tbrough the 
nah,ral or moral laws. 

I address myself, in Ibis spirit, to the consideration 
of the question of the value of purely literary education. 
Is it good and sufficient, or is it insufficient and bad 1 
Well, here I venture to say that there are literary educa
tions and literary educations. lf I aro lo understand by 
that term the education that was curren! in the great 
majority of middle-class schools, and upper schools 
too, in this country when I was a boy, and which con
sisted absolutely and almost entirely in keeping bovs 
for eight or ten years at learning the rules of Latin a~d 
Greek grammar, construing cerlain Latin and Greek 
authors, and possibly making verses which, had they 
been English verses, would have been con<lemned as 
abominable doggerel, - if that is wbat you mean by 
liberal education, then I say it is scandalously insufli
cient and almost worthless. My reason for saying so 
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is not from the point oí view of science at ali, but from 
the poi_nt of view of l(terature. I say the thing professes 
to be hterary educat,on that is nota literary education 
at ali. 1t was not literature at ali that was tauaht but 

. . o ' 
sctence m a very bad forro. It is quite obvious that 
grammar is science and not literature. The analysis of 
a text by !he _help of the rules of grammar is just as 
much a sc1entdic operation as the analysis of a chemi
cal compound by the help of the rules of chemical analv
sis. There is notbing that appeals to the resthetic fa~
ulty in that operation; and I ask multitudes of roen of 
my own age, who went through this proress, whether 
they ever had a conception of art or literature unti] 
they obtained it for themselves after leaving school 1 
Then you may say, "If that is so, if the edueation was 
scientific, why can~o! you ~e s~tisfied with it?" I say, 
becau:"' although 1t ts a sc1ent1fic lraining, it is of the 
most madequate and inappropriate kind. If there is 
any good at ali in scientific education it is that men 
should be trained, as I said before, to know things for 
themselves at first hand, and that they should under
stand every step of the reason of that which they do. 

_I desire to_ speak with the utmost respect oí that 
sc1ence - philology - of which grammar is a part 
:"'d parce!; yet everybody knows that grammar, as it 
1s usually learned at scbool, affords no scientific train
ing. 1t is taught just as you would teach the rules of 
chess or draughts. On the other hand, if I ain to under
stand by a literary education the study of the Iiteratures 
of either ancie_nt or mode".' nations - but especially 
thoseof anltqmty, and especially thatof ancient Greece · 
if_ Ibis liter~ture (s stud(ed, not merely from tbe point of 
v:iew of phil_ological sc1ence, and its practica! applica
tion to the mte; pretation of texts, but as an exempli-
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fication of and commentary upon the principies of art; 
if you look upon the literature of a people as a chapter 
in the development of the human mind, if you work out 
this in a broad spirit, and with such collateral references 
to morals and politics, and physical geography, and 
the like as are needful to make you comprehend what 
the meaning of ancient literature and civilisation is, -
then, assuredly, it affords a splendid and noble educa
tion. But I still think it is susceptible of improvement, 
and that no man will ever comprehend the real secret 
of the difference between the ancient world and our 
present time, unless he has learned to see the difference 
which the late development of physical science has 
made between the thought of this <lay and the thought 
of that, and he will never see that difference, unless he 
has sorne practica! insight into sorne branches of physi
cal science; and you must remember that a literary ed
ucation such as that which I have just referred to, is out 
of the reach of those whose school life is cut short at 
sixteen or seventeen. 

But, you will say, all this is fault-finding; !et us hear 
what you have in the way of positive suggestion. Then 
I am bound to tell you that, if I could make a clean 
sweep of everything - I am very glad I cannot because 
I might, and probably should, make mistakes, - but 
if I could make a clean sweep of everything and start 
afresh, I should, in the first place, secure that training 
of the young in reading and writing, and in the habit 
of attention and ohservation, both to that which is told 
them, and that which they see, which everybody agrees 
to. But in addition to that, I should make it absolutely 
necessary for everybody, for a longer or shorter period, 
to learn to draw. Now, you may say, there are sorne 
people who cannot draw, h~wever much they may he 
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taught. I deny that in tato, because I never yet met 
with anybody who could not learn to write. Writing 
is a form of drawing; therefore if you give the same 
attention and trouble to drawing as you do to writing, 
depend upon it, there is nobody who cannot be made 
to draw, more or less well. Do not misapprehend me. 
Ido not say for one moment you would make an artistic 
draughtsman. Artists are not made; they grow. You 
may improve the natural faculty in that direction, but 
you cannot make it; but you can teach simple drawing, 
and you will find it an implement of learning of ex
treme value. I do not think its value can be exagger
ated, because it gives you the means of tJ"aining the 
young in attention and accuracy, which are the two 
things in which ali mankind are more deficient than 
in any other mental quality whatever. The whole of 
my life has been spent in trying to give my proper at
tention to things and to be accurate, and I have not 
succeeded as well as I could wish; and other people, I 
am afraid, are not much more fortunate. You cannot 
begin this habit too early, and I consider there is no
thing of so great a value as the habit of drawing, to 
secure those two desirable ends. 

Then we come to the subject-matter, whether scien
tific or resthetic, of education, and I should naturally 
have no question at ali about teaching the elements 
of physical science of the kind I have sketched, in a 
practica} manner; but among scientific topics, using 
the word scientific in the broadest sense, I would also 
include the elements of the theory of morals and of that 
of política] and social life, which, strangely enough, it 
never seems to occur to anybody to teach a child. I 
would have the history of our own country, and of ali 
the influences which hnve been brought to bear u pon it, 
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with incidental geography, not as a mere chronicle of 
reigns and battles, but as a chapter in the development 
of the race, and the history of civilisation. 

Then with respecl to resthefic knowledge and disci
pline, we have happily in the English language one of 
the most magnificent storehouses of artistic beauty and 
of models of literary excellence wbich exists in the 
world at the present time. I have said before, and I 
repeat it here, that if a man cannot get literary culture 
of the highest kind out of bis Bible, and Chaucer, and 
Shakespeare, and Milton, and Hobbes, and Bishop 
Berkeley, to mention only a · few of our illustrious 
writers - I say, if he cannot get it out of those writers 
he cannol gel it out of anything; and I would assuredly 
devote a very large portion of the time of every English 
child to the careful study of the models of English writ
ing of such varied and wonderful kind as we possess, 
and, what is still more important and still more neg
lected, the habit of using that language with precision, 
with force, and with art. I fancy we are almost the only 
nation in the world who seem to think that composition 
comes by nature. The French attend to their own 
]anguage, the Germans study theirs; but Englishmen 
do not seeru to think it is worth their while. N or would 
I fail to include, in the course of study I am sketch
ing, translations of ali the best works of antiquity, or of 
the modern world. lt is a very desirable thing to read 
Homer in Greek; but if you don 't happen to know 
Greek, the next best thing we can do is to read as good 
a translation of it as we have recently been furnished 
with in prose. You won't get ali you would get from the 
original, but you may gel a great deal; and to refuse to 
know this great deal because you cannot get ali, seems 
to be as sensible as for a hungry man to refuse bread 
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because he cannot get partridge. Finally, I would add 
instruction in either music or painting, or, if the child 
should be so unhappy, as sometimes happens, as to 
have no faculty for either of those, and no possibility 
of doing anything in any artistic sense with them, then 
I would see what could be done with literature alone · 
but I would provide, in the fullest sense, for the devel'. 
opment of the resthetic side of the mind. In my judg
ment, those are all the essentials of education for an 
English child. With that outfit, such as it might be 
made in the time given to education which is witbin 
the reach of nine-tenths of the population - with that 
outfit, an Englishman, within the limits of English life, 
is fitted to go anywhere, to occupy the bighest posi
tions, to fill the highest oflices of the State, and to be
come distinguished in practica] pursuits, in science, or 
in art. For, if he have the opportunity to learn ali those 
things, and have his mind disciplined in the various 
directions the teaching of those topics would have ne
cessitated, then, assuredly, he will be able to pickup, on 
bis road through life, ali the rest of the intellectual bag
gage he wants. 

If the educational time at our disposition were sufli
cient, there are one or two things I would add to those 
I have just now called the essentials; and perhaps you 
will be surprised to hear, though I hope you will not, 
that I should add, not more science, but one, or, if pos
sible, two languages. The knowledge of sorne other 
language than one's own is, in fact, of singular intellec
tnal value. Many of the faults and mistakes of the 
ancient pbilosophers are traceable to the fact that they 
knew no language but their own, and were often led 
into confusing the symbol with the thought which it 
embodied. I tbink it is Locke who says that one-half 
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of the mist&kesof phil090phen ........... 11 ..., 

tions about words; and ooe of the 8llfelt waya tA deliver
ing yoUl'llelf from the bondage of words is, to know how 
ideas Jook in words to which you are not accustomed. 
That is ooe reuon for the study of Janguage; another 
IU80l1 is, that it opens new fieJds in art and in science. 
Another is the practical value of such knowJedge; and 
yet another is this, that if your 1anguages are properly 
choeeo, from the time of Jearning the additiooal Jan
guapa you will know your OWD Janguage better than 
ever you did. So, I say, ü the time given to education 
permita, add Latin aod German. Latin, because it 
is the key to nearJy one-half of EngJish and to ali the 
Roiiaance languages; and German, beca.use it is the key 
to almost ali the remainder of English, aod heJps you 
to understand a raoe from whom most of us have 
,pnmg. and who have a character and a Jiterature of a 
fabluJ force in the history of the worJd, such as prob
ably has been allotted to those of no other peopJe, 
exfel)t the Jews, the Greeks, aod ourselves. Beyond 
these, the essential and the eminently desirabJe eJe
ments of ali education, Jet each man take up bis specia1 
line - the historian devote himself to bis history, the 
man of science to bis science, the man of letters to bis 
culture of that kind, aod the artist to bis specia1 punuiL 

Bacon has prefaced some of bis works with no more 
than this: Fraru:iacua Bacon ,ic cogitavit; Jet "sic cogi
tavi" be the epilogue to what I have ventured to ad
dress to you to-night. 

TRE METHOD OF SCIENTIFIC 
INVESTIGATION 

To method of scientific investigation is nothing 
but the expression of the necessary mode of working 
of the human mind. It is simpJy the mode at which ali · 
phenomena are reasoned about, rendered precise and 
enct. There is no more ditference, but there is just the 
ame kind of ditference, between the mental opera
tions of a man of science and those of an ordinary per
lOD, as there is between the operations and methods of 
& baker or of a butcher weighing out bis goods in com
mon scales, and the operations of a chemist in perform
ing a diflicult and complex anaJysis by means of bis 
balance and finely graduated weights. It is not that 
the action of the scales in the ooe case, and the balance 
in the other, differ in the principies of their construction 
or manner of working; but the beam of ooe is set on ao 
infiniteJy finer axis than the other, and of coune tums 
by the addition of a much smaller weight. 

You will understand this better, perhaps, if I give 
you some familiar example. You have ali heard it re
peated, I dare say, that meo of seience work by means 
of induction and deduction, and that by the help of 
these operations, they, in a sort of sense, wring from 
Nature certain other things, wbich are called natural 
laws, aod causes,and that out of these, by some cunning 
akill of theirown, they build up hypotheses and theories. 
And it is imagined by many, that the operation11 of the 
common mind can be by no meaos compared with 
thele processes, and that they have to be acquired by a 
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sor! of special apprenticeship to the craft. To hear ali 
these large words, you would think that the mind of a 
man of science must be constituted differently from that 
of his fellow men ; but if you will not be frightened by 
terms, you will discover that you are quite wrong, and 
that ali these terrible apparatus are being used by your
selves every day and every hour of your lives. 

There is a well-known inciden! in one of Moliere's 
plays, where the author makes the hero express un
bounded delight on being told that he had been talking 
prose during the whole of his life. In the same way, I 
trust, that you will take comfort, and be delighted with 
yourselves, on the discovery thát you have been acting 
on the principies of inductive and deductive philosophy 
during the same period. Probably there is not one here 
who has not in the course of the day had occasion to set 
in motion a complex train of reasoning, of the very 
same kind, though differing of course in degree, as that 
which a scientific man goes through in tracing the 
causes of natural phenomena. 

A very trivial circumstance will serve to exemplify 
this. Suppose you go into a fruiterer's shop, wanting 
an apple, - ynu take up one, and, on biting it, you 
find it is sour; you look al it, and see that it is hard and 
green. You take up another one, and that too is hard, 
green, and sour. The shopman offers you a third; but, 
before biting it; you examine it, and find that it is hard 
and green, and you immediately say that you will not 
have it, as it mus! be sour, like !hose that you have 
already tried. 

Nothing can be more simple !han that, you think; 
but if you will take the trouble to analyse and trace out 
into its logical elements what has been done by the 
mind, you will be greatly surprised. In the first place 
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you have performed the operation of induction. You 
found that, in two experiences, hardness and greenness 
in apples went together with sourness. lt was so in the 
first case, and it was confirmed by the second. True, it 
is a very small basis, but still it is enough to make an 
induction from; you generalise the facts, and you ex
pect to find sourness in a¡iples where you gel hardness 
and greenness. Y ou found upon that a general law 
that ali hard and green apples are sour; and that, so 
far as it goes, is a perfect induction. Well, having gol 
your natural law in this way, when you are offered an
other apple which you find is hard and green, you say, 
"Ali hard and green apples are sour; this apple is hard 
and green, therefore this apple is sour." That !rain of 
reasoning is what logicians call a syllogism, and has ali 
its various parts and terms, - its majar premiss, its 
minar premiss and its conclusion. And, by the help of 
further reasoning, which, if drawn out, would have to 
be exhibited in two or three other syllogisms, you arrive 
al your final determination, "I will not have that ap
ple." So that, you see, you have, in the first place, 
established a law by induction, and upon that you 
have founded a deduction, and reasoned out the special 
particular case. Well now, suppose, having got your 
conclusion of the law, that at sorne time aiterwards, 
you are discussing the qualities of apples with a friend: 
you will say to him, "lt is a very curious thing, - but 
I find that ali hard and green apples are sour ! " Your 
friend says to you, "But how do you know that?" You 
at once reply, "Oh, because I have tried them over 
and over again, and have always found them to be 
so." Well, if we were talking science instead of com
mon sense, we should call that an experimental verifi
cation. And, if still opposed, you go further, and say, 



"'I have heud from the people In SomeneblhlN lllñl 
Dnonahüe, where a large number of apples ant 
gron, that they have obaerved the same thing. It is 
alao found to be the cue in Normandy, and In North 
Ameri«-. In short, I find it to be the universal experi
eice of manlrind wherever attention has been directed 
to the subject." Whereupon, your friend, unleu he is 
a very unreuonable man, agrees with you, and is con
vinced tbat you are quite right in the conclusion you 
have drawn. He believes, although perhaps he doet 
not lmow he believes it, that the more extensive veri
fications are, - that the more frequently experimenta 
have been made, and results of the 1&1De lrind arrived 
at, - that the more varied the conditions under which 
thé ame resulta are attained, the more certain is the 
ultimate conclusion, and he disputes the question no 
further. He sees that the experiment has been tried 
under ali aorts of conditions, as to time, place, and 
people, with the 88IDe result; and he saya with you, 
therefore, that the law you have laid down muat be a 
good one, and he must believe it. 

In science we do the same thing; - the philosopher 
exercises preciaely the same faculties, though in a much 
more delicate manner. In scientific inquiry it becomes 
a matter of duty to expoee a suppoeed law to every pos
aible lrind of verificatioa, and to take care, moreover, 
that thia is done intentionally, and not left to a mere 
accident, u in the cue of the apples. And in science, 
as in common life, our confidence in a law is in exact 
proportion to the absence of variation in the result of 
our experimental verifications. For instance, if ,ou Jet 
go your grasp of an article you may have in your hand, 
it will immediately fall to the ground. That ia , 're'rf 

common verificatiqn of one of the best establisbect_,. 

•· LIIC WWWL JlTION' 8f 

tl--dult dfpmiW!wm 1."he DM6od by wbiclt 
mm ef aeimae establWa tJae aistmce 4' that law ia ex
utly tJae ame as that by nich we have establithed the 
trivial proposition about the sourness of hard and green 
apples. But we believe it in auch an ateuive, thor
..,i.., and unhesitating JNPPer beeau1e the lllñversal 
Gperienee of manlrin,:1 vermes it, •d we can verify it 
.-lves at ay time; lllld that ia the strongeat poasible 
•Mtlti• on which any natural law cua rest. 

So lllllCh. tben, by way of proof that the method of 
-.hliahiog lawa m acimce is euctly the aune u that 
,.._.ed ia common life. Let us now tum to aaother 
atter (though reaJly it ia bat aother phaee ~ the 
.... questioa). and that is, tbe method by wbidi, 
flom the .Nations of ce1'tain phenomena, we pmve that 
llNDe atand in the poaition of causes towards the othen. 

1 wut to put the case clearly before y.ou, and I will 
taerefon, show you what I mean by anether familiar 
fUIDpie. 1 will mppoee ilaat ODe of yoa, Oll eeming 
clPwa ia tae aeraiag to the parlor of your .heuae, fiada 
tilat a tea-peteml some apoon, wbich had 1-11 leftia 
lile moa oa the plffllMl1 enning are gae, - the wia
• il .,_. u.d yoo ~ tite 111&dc ~ a dirty bant1 
ca b .,._...fmme, and perliaps, ia ad4ilien to itbat, 1 

,- n._ tlae Ílllpftlll of • hob-naiW aboe :OD die · 
...,e1 eutside. All tiie8e pheaomena have stru& yaur ' 
• 1tir illlt.aotly. and before two seconds hMe passed 
,..., "Oh. aomebody hu brokea open the windew, ....a11ae IOODl, ancl run eff wi1a die speons and the 
'-"poU" Th8t apetJ(ih is out of yeur moutla in a mo
.._ Aad YH ri probably add, "I lmow there has; 
'-~ mueof itl" You mean to say exactly what 

; but ·in reality you are giving expressioo to 
in ali esaential particulars, an hypothesis. You 
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do not kno~v it at ali; it is nothing but an hypothesis 
rapidly framed in your own mind. And it is an hypo
thcsis founded on a long train of inductions and de
ductions. 

What are those inductions and deductions, and how 
have you got at this hypothesis? You have observed 

· in the first place, that the window is open ; but by a train 
of reasoning involving many inductions and deductions, 
you have probably arrived long before at the general 
law - and a very good one it is - that windows do not 
open of themselves; and you therefore con elude that 
something has opened the window. A second general 
law that you have arrived at in the same way is, that 
tea-pots and spoons do not go out of a window spon
taneously, and you are satisfied that, as they are not 
now where you left them, they have been removed. In 
the third place, you look at the marks on the window
sill, and the shoe-marks outside, and you say that in ali 
previous experience the former kind of mark has never 
been produced by anything else but the hand of a 
human being; and the same experience shows that no 
other animal but man at present wears shoes with hob
nails in them such as would produce the marks in the 
gravel. Ido not know, even if we could discover any 
of those "missing links" that are talked about, that 
they would help us to any other conclusion ! At any 
rate the law which states our present experience is 
strong enough for my present purpose. Y ou next reach 
the conclusion that, as these kind of marks have not 
been left by any other animal than man, or are liable 
to be formed in any other way than a man's hand and 
shoe, the marks in question have been formed by a 
man in that way. You have, further, a general )aw, 
founded on observation and experience, and that, too, 
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is, I am sorry to say, a very universal and unimpeacha
ble one, - that sorne roen are thieves; and you assume 
at once from ali these premisses - and that is what 
constitutes your hypothesis - that the man who made 
the marks outside and on the window-sill, opened the 
window, got into the room, and stole your tea-pot and 
spoons. You have now arrived at a vera causa; -you 
have assumed a cause which, it is plain, is competent 
to produce all the phenomena you have observed. 
You can explain ali these phenomena only by the hy
pothesis of a thief. But that is a hypothetical conclu
sion, of the justice of which you have no absolute proof 
at ali ; it is only rendered highly probable by a series 
of inductive and deductive reasonings. 

I suppose your first action, assuming that you are a 
man of ordinary common sense, and that you have es
tablished this hypothesis to your own satisfaction, will 
very likely be to go off for the police, and set them on 
the track of the burglar, with the view to the recovery 
of your property. But just as you are starting with this 
object, sorne person comes in, and on Iearning what 
you are about, says, "My good friend, you are going on 
a great <leal too fast. How do you know that the man 
who really made the marks took the spoons? It might 
have been a monkey that took them, and the man may 
have merely looked in afterwards." You would prob
ably reply, "Well, that is ali very well, but you see it 
is contrary to ali experience of the way tea-pots and 
spoons are abstracted; so that, at any rate, your hypo
thesis is Iess probable than mine." While you are talk
ing the thing over in this way, another friend arrives, 
one of the good kind of people that I was talking of a 
little while ago. And he might say, "Oh, my dear sir, 
you are certainly going on a great deal too fast. Y ou 
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are roost presumptuous. Y ou admit that ali these oc-· 
currences took place when you were fast asleep, at 11. 

time when you could not possibly have known anything 
about what was taking place. How do you know that 
the laws of Nature are not suspended during the night? 
It may be that there has been sorne kind of super
natural interference in this case." In point of fact, he 
declares that your hypothesis is one of which you cannot 
at ali demonstrate the truth, and that you are by no 
meaos sure that the laws of Nature are the same when 
you are asleep as when you are awake. 

Well, now, you cannot at the moment answer that 
kind of reasoning. You feel that your worthy friend 
has you somewhat at a disadvantage. You will feel 
perfectly convinced in your own mind, however, that 
you are quite right, and you say to him, "My -~º?d 
friend, I can only be guided by the natural probab1hhes 
of the case, and if you will be kind enough to stand 
aside and permit me to pass, I will go and fetch the 
police." Well, we will suppose that your journ:y is 
successful, and that by good luck you roeet w1th a 
policeman; that eventually the burglar is found with 
your property on bis person, and the marks correspond 
to his hand and to his boots. Probably any jury would 
consider those facts a very good experimental verifica
tion of your hypothesis, touching the cause of the ab
normal phenomena observed in your parlor, and would 
act aecordingly. 

Now, in this supposititious case, I have taken phe
nomena of a very common kind, in order that you 
might see what are the different steps in an ordinary 
process of reasoning, if you will only take the trouble to 
analyse it carefully. Ali the operations I have described, 
you will see, are involved in the mind of any man of 
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sense in leading him to a conclusion as to the course he 
should take in order to make good a robbery and punish 
the offender. I say that you are led, in that case, to your 
conclusion by exactly the same train of reasoning as 
that which a man of science pursues when he is en
deavouring to discover the origin and laws of the roost 
occult phenomena. The process is, and always must 
be, the same; and precisely the same mode of reasoning 
was employed by .Newton and Laplace in their en
deavours to discover and define the causes of the move
ments of the heavenly bodies, as you, with your own 
common sense, would employ to detect a burglar. The 
only difference is, that the nature of the inquiry being 
more abstruse, every step has to be most carefully 
watched, so that there roay not be a single crack or flaw 
in your hypothesis. A flaw or crack in many of the 
hypotheses of daily life may be of little or no moment 
as affecting the general correctness of the conclusions 
at which we may arrive; but, in a scientific inquiry, a 
fallacy, great or small, is always of importance, and is 
sure to be in the long run constantly productive of 
mischievous if not fatal results. 

Do not allow yourselves to be misled by the common 
notion that an hypothesis is untrustworthy simply be
cause it is an ltypothesis. lt is often urged, in respect 
to sorne scientific conclusion, that, after ali, it is only an 
hypothesis. But what more have we to guide us in nine
tenths of the most important affairs of daily life than 
hypotheses, and often very ill-based ones? So that in 
science, where the evidence of an hypothesis is sub• 
jected to the most rigid examination, we may rightlJ 
pursue the same course. You may have hypotheses, 
and hypotheses. A man may say, if he likes, that the 
moon is made of green cheese: that is an hypothesis. 
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But another man, who has devoted a great deai of time 
and attention to the subject, and availed himself of the 
most powerful telescopes and the results of the observa
tions of others, declares that in his opinion it is probably 
composed of materials very similar to those of which 
our own earth is made up: and that is also only an hy
pothesis. But I need not tell you that there is an enor
mous difference in the value of !he two hypotheses. 

· That one which is based on sound scientific knowledge 
is sure to have a corresponding value; and that which 
is a mere hasty random guess is likely to have but little 
value. Every great step in our progress in discovering 
causes has been made in exactly the same way as tbat 
which I bave detailed to you. A person observing the 
occurr€l)lce of certain facts and phenomena asks, nat
urally enough, what proeess, wbat kind of operation 
known to occur in N ature applied to the particular 
case, will unravel and explain the mystery? Hence you 
have the scientific hypothesis; and its value will he pro
portionate to the care and completeness with whicb its 
basis bad been tested and verified. It is in these matters 
as in tbe commonest affairs of practieal life: !he guess of 
the fool will be folly, while the guess of the wise man 
will contain wisdom. In ali cases, you see that the value 
ol the result depends on the patience and faithfulness 
with which the investigator applies to bis hypothcsis 
every possible kind ol verification. 

ON THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF LIFE 

IN order to make the tille ol this discourse generally 
intelligible, I have translated the term "Protoplasm," 
which is the scientific name of the substance ol which 
I am about to speak, by the words "the physical basis 
of lile." I suppose that, to man y, the idea that there is 
sueh a thing as a physical basis, or matter, ol lile may 
be novel - so widely spread is the conception ol lile as 
a something which works through matter, but is in
dependent of it; and even those who are aware that 
matter and lile are inseparably connected, may not 
be prepared for the conclusion plainly suggested by 
the phrase, "the physical basis or matter of lile," that 
there is sorne one kind ol matter which is common to 
al! living beings, and that their endless diversities are 
hound together by a physical, as well as an ideal, 
unity. In fact, when first apprehended, such a doc
trine as this appears almos! shocking to common 
sense. 

Wbat, truly, can seem to be more obviously different 
from one another, in faculty, in form, and in substance, 
than the various kinds of living beings? What com
munity of faculty can there be between the bright
coloured lichen, which so nearly resembles a mere 
mineral incrustation of the bare rock on which it grows, 
and the painter, to whom it is instinct with beauty, or 
the botanist, whom it feeds with knowledge? 

Again, think ol the microscopic fungus - a mere 
infinitesimal ovoid particle, which finds space and du
ration enough to Jl!Ultiply intQ countless millions in the 


